
Oil

The crude oil market edged down early Monday, but changed direction during the day on rumors that OPEC might not put a halt to their 
production cut deal afterall. The market is very insecure at the moment, as the fears of a trade war between the US and China is another 
big issue. The Brent front month contract closed Monday at 75,34 USD/bbl, up 1,90 USD/bbl from Friday, erasing most of the losses 
from the previous session. The market has opened bearishly Tuesday.

Gas
On the European gas markets, we saw rising prices Monday, as demand increased on most of the continent. Day-ahead prices edged 
up, and further out the curve, the bullish support from the crude oil and coal markets led to an upwards adjustment. The NCG Cal-19 
contract closed the day at 20,48 EUR/MWh, up 0,28 EUR/MWh against the previous close.

Coal
Like the oil market, the international coal market currently keeps an eye on the escalating trade war between the US and China. China 
has threatened to impose a 25 % on US coal import, and this could influence prices globally, as China still has a large import demand for 
coal. Prices ended up rising yesterday as a result of the insecurity.

Carbon
Early Monday, the European CO2 quota market edged up sharply, but the positive sentiment faded out later in the day. The initial upside 
appeared to be the result of speculative trading, with no fundamentals supporting an upside this big. The benchmark quota contract 
closed the day at 14,60 EUR/t, up 0,07 EUR/t from Friday.

Hydro
There are no major changes to the Nordic weather outlook this morning compared to yesterday’s forecasts. The rest of this week looks 
quite wet, but the conditions will turn drier again from around the forthcoming Sunday or Monday. The hydro balance remains in a 
massive deficit, which is expected as high as 19 TWh at the end of June.

Germany
In Germany, there were rising prices on both the short and the long end of the power market yesterday. The country’s Cal-19 contract 
rose 0,50 EUR/MWh and closed at 42,10 EUR/MWh due to strong fuel markets, while nuclear outages in Belgium led to high spot prices, 
that also added to the upside on the long end of the curve. We could see a minor downwards correction today.

Equities
The bearish sentiment on the stock markets continued yesterday, with focus naturally on the trade war signals from the US and China. 
Furthermore, a political crisis is underway in Germany, where the government parties disagree on the country’s immigration policy. 
These themes will likely continue to dominate the market throughout this week.

Conclusion

Yesterday was extremely bullish on the Nordic power market, where drier weather forecasts, combined with rising fuel prices and an 
upside in Germany led to a noticeable upside. The Q3-18 contract edged up as much as 1,80 EUR/MWh, closing at 41,85 EUR/MWh, 
while the YR-19 contract rose 0,93 EUR/MWh to 34,55 EUR/MWh. Thereby, the losses from last week have been reversed in a matter of 
just one day. We expect the upside to continue Tuesday, as the dry forecasts are confirmed.
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17-jun 33,27 43,60 43,54 43,54 43,60 42,74 43,19 July 46,80 47,20 42,90 43,30 45,40 40,22 41,30 July 47,42 48,11 68,63

18-jun 43,99 44,86 43,88 44,80 48,17 43,88 44,05 Q3-18 47,40 48,70 45,10 45,85 49,90 40,77 41,85 Q3-18 47,30 48,88 91,52

19-jun 42,23 42,26 40,95 41,47 42,72 42,18 42,39 2019 37,60 39,30 36,15 37,25 40,35 34,50 34,55 2019 44,00 46,74 91,52


